**Phoenix Medication Carts**

**PHOENIX SERIES**

**450PC**

**REMovable Plastic Top**
Easy to remove and clean.
Dark gray finish hides unsightly pen marks.

**PULL-out Work Tray**
It is large enough to actually use.

**QUick Change Panels & Drawer Fronts**
Refurbish your cart with new panels and extend the life of your asset.

**Ergonomic Handles**
Easy to clean and do not catch clothing.

**REMovable Waste Container**
Now with easy install hang holes.

**Corner Bumpers**
Easy to clean with no crevasses to trap dirt.

**MED Casters**
Casters designed specifically for the medical industry. The nylon construction wears better than steel and operates quieter. The wheel cover keeps out dirt, hair and mop strings.

**450PC SPECIFICATIONS**

**CARD Capacity:** 300-450

**WORK Height:** 43.5" (110.49cm)

**Finish Colors:**
- Neutral Crema
- Natural Oak
- Cammie Cherry
- Manhattan Walnut

*NOTE: Homewood Finishes are available at additional cost and include Mau Granite tops and drawer knobs. See next page for more details.*

**Security:** Cart....Best/Delta
NARC......Standard Box/
Armstrong Lock

**Handles:** Brushed aluminum

**Drawers**
20.5"w x 18"d (52.07 x 45.75cm):
- (1) 4"h (10.16cm) 1 divider/4 subdividers
- (3) 9.75"h (24.77cm) 2 dividers/1 divider

**Construction Features**

**Durable Welded Frame**
Modular and lightweight aluminum components are securely attached with screws into durable threaded steel.

**Self-Closing Drawer Slides**
Ensures that drawers are in proper position for locking.

**Interchangeable Drawers**
Allows different drawer sizes to easily exchange positions.

**Double Slide for Large Drawers**
Allows the bottom drawer to handle the weight of bulk and liquid medication, as well as the "kick close."

**Ergotron LX Pole Adapter Compatible**
This sturdy adapter connects directly to the frame with zero top-space wasted.

**Rounded Lock Pin Openings**
Never allows the pin to make contact with any sharp edges that cause premature wear.

**Quick-Change Lock**
It allows easy access to two internal screws that release the lock.
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